Ah.'ttrac·t -A full invariant under linear dynamic output feedback is derived. Some of its applications to the design of internally stable feedback control systems are considered.
matnces.
Output feedback equivalence is, of course, an equivalence relation. Thus, the set of linear systems can be decomposed in a natural way into disjoint output feedback equivalence classes, where two systems belong to the same class if and only if they are output feedback equivalent. Assume now that to each system L there is assigned a quantity F(L) in a specified parameter set. We shall say that (the function) F is a full output feedback invariant whenever the following condition is satisfied: L and L' are output feedback equivalent if and only if F(L) = F(L').
In this paper we derive a full output feedback invariant for linear time invariant systems. The invariant is in the form of a polynomial matrix, and can be readily calculated from the system transfer matrix. In the case where L and L' are output feedback equivalent, we also obtain an explicit formula for a feedback system p satisfying L' = L .
In the last section we derive complete and explicit conditions for the existence of a causal feedback system p such that L' = LP and LP is "internally stable." Thus, using the output feedback invariant and our discussion in the last section, one can conclude whether a given system L can be transformed, through a stable output feedback configuration, into a specified system L'.
The main stimulation for this paper comes from the rr'----1·: :: ____.. , I I
L ------------------J recent striking discovery by Kalman [15] that the algebraic theory of linear partial realization is closely related to the Euclidian algorithm. When this result is incorporated into the algebraic theory of linear dynamic output feedback [ 11 ] , the full output feedback invariant follows in a natural way.
Invariants played an important role in the evolution of linear system theory. Thus, the theory of static state feedback (e.g., [2] , [4] , [14] , [24] , [29] ) experienced a substantial ~nhancement after the incorporation of the reachability mdexes ( [5] , [ 15] , [ 19] , [22] ) and the reachability subspaces ([ 1 ], [29] , [30] ). The problem of invariants under dynamic preco?1p~nsat~on was considered in [3( [18] , and [28] . Certam mvanants under dynamic output feedback and under dynamic compensation were considered in [ 11 ] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we d_erive the full output feedback invariant for single-input smgle-output systems, singling out this case because of its simplicity. The general multivariable case is considered in Section III, and Section IV is devoted to internal stability. We remark that much of our present discussion can be generalized to the case of nonlinear systems, and we shall do so in a future paper.
II. THE SINGLE-INPUT SINGLE-OUTPUT CASE
For the sake of intuitive insight, we consider first the case of single-input single-output systems. In this case, a full output feedback invariant can be derived using the realization structure in [ 15] . Let L be a nonzero rational single-input single-output system. Let J denote the transfer function of L and_ let J = 1r / x be a polynomial fraction representation of /. We say that L is causal whenever deg TT ~ deg x, and_ strictly causal whenever deg 1r < deg x.
In the case where/ ( = 1r/x) is strictly causal, it follows by 0018-9286 /83/0400-0489$01.00
© 1983 IEEE the theory of continued fractions (see [15] , (21] 
Thus, the polynomial F( J ), which is obtained from the transfer function f by means of the Euclidian algorithm, forms a full output feedback invariant in the single-input single-output case.
III. THE OUTPUT FEEDBACK INVARIANT
We now generalize our discussion in Section II to the case of multivariable systems. Our derivation will require certain notions from (11], and so we start with a brief review of the notation used there. Let K be a field, and let S be a K-linear space. We denote by AS the set of all Laurent series of the form (3.1) where, for all t, s, ES. Then, under coefficientwise addition and convolution as scalar multiplication, the set AK is endowed with a field structure, and AS forms a AK-linear space. Moreover, whenever the K-linear space S is finite dimensional, so also is AS as a AK linear space, and dimAKAS = dim KS. Now, let~ be a linear system, admitting inputs from the We now turn to the derivation of the output feedback invariant. In Fig. 1 [9] ). Now, let/: AU-+ AYbe a AK-linear map, and consider the g+ K-module Ker77'+ /. Intuitively speaking, this module consists of all input sequences that lead to zero future output. It forms an extension of the classical Kalman [15] realization module, which, in present notation, is Ker 77' + j no+ U (that is, all past input sequences that lead to zero future output). As shown in [11] Ker77'+ J determines many of the structural properties of the system represented by/. We next show that this module also induces a minimal output feedback invariant for/. We start with some basic properties. First, by definition, one has In the next section we shall calculate a feedback f which relates two specific output feedback equivalent systems. In the remainder of the present section, we extend Theorem 3.10 to the case of noninjective systems. We start with some general considerations. Let 
+ Ker f. 3) DN is uniquely determined by 1).
Proof" By definition Finally, using Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14, and a method similar to the one employed in proof of Theorem 3.10, one can also prove the following. there exists an element '1' Ea such that '!rj is a polynomial map. When the field K is the field of real numbers, this definition includes, of course, the classical notion of stability in linear control theory, where all poles are required to lie within a certain region of the complex plane (which intersects the real line). We now fix the stability set a c Q + K, and all our considerations below are in the sense of a.
The definition of ijo stability leads to the introduction of a class of subrings of AK as follows. Leto: K be the set of all elements a E AK which can be expressed as a polynomial fraction a= /3/y, where /3 E g+ Kand y Ea (that is, all ijo stable elements in AK). Then, it can be shown (e.g., [10) , [13) When the notion of i/o stability is combined with the notion of causality, it leads to a consideration of the following additional class of rings. First, we denote by g-K the set of all causal elements in AK, that is, the set of all elements of the form Et~ 0 stz-t, where st EK. Then, Q -K is the set of a power series in z -1 , and, as is well known, forms a principal ideal domain under the operations defined in AK. Further, we define o; K: = o: Kn g-K, that is, the set of all elements in AK which is both i/ o stable and causal. Then, again, it can be shown [ 18) that o; K is endowed with a principal ideal domain structure under the operations defined in AK. As before, a AK-linear map/: AU~ AY is both causal and ijo stable if and only if all entries in its transfer matrix belong to n; K.
Finally, a AK-linear map f: AU~ AU is called g+ K - n + K-unimodular map is the (usual) polynomial unimodular map, and the n-K-unimodular map is the bicausal map. Also, every n; K-unimodular map is necessarilly bicausal as well. We observe that the employment of the ring theoretic framework for the study of linear system stability allows the advantage of utilizing the theory of matrices with entries in a principal ideal domain, a theory which has accumulated a remarkable wealth of results.
We now turn to internal stability. Informally, we say that a system is internally stable if all its modes, including the uncontrollable and the unobservable ones, are stable.
Internal stability is, of course, stronger than ijo stability, and is of fundamental significance whenever composite systems are considered. We are interested in the case of feedback systems, and next we give conditions for internal stability in terms of i/ o stability for this case. [31, [71, [23] ). Reference [7] also contains a parametrization of all the feedbacks f for which J, is internally stable.
We return now to our main question, namely, given terms of (the transfer matrices of) f and/'. We first need an instrumental result (below, m: = dimK U and p: = dimK Y). Let/: AU~ AY be a rational AK-linear map, and let n: = dimAKim/. It can be readily seen that there exists a nonzero element I/; E n; K such that the transfer matrix of I/; f has all its entries in the principal ideal domain n; K.
Then, using classical results in the theory of matrices with entries in a principal ideal domain ( e.g. [ f'= J,.
Proof" 1) Cleariy, since I is n; 
concluding our proof. 
4).
We can now state an explicit criterion for internal stability in terms off and/'. Thus, the model matching problem can be decided through the feedback fs, and, in any concrete situation, rs can also be implemented as the actual feedback to achieve model matching.
Proof" The "ir' direction holds since, by construction, f' = fr., and thus we proceed to the "only ir' direction. [20] characterizes the family ~ of all internally stable systems of the form J;.., and, when f' E ~, he also describes a procedure to compute a feedback r that satisfies f' = J,. In comparison, the approach represented in Theorem 4. 7 stresses the very simple relationship that exists between the feedback compensator r, and the transfer matrices f and /'. Also, Corollary 4.6 leads to an explicit characterization of the fixed and of the free parameters in the feedback compensator f. Finally, the derivation of Theorem 4.7 basically employs properties of linear maps which are also shared by more general classes of inputjoutput maps, and much of thti present discussion can be generalized to suitable nonlinear situations as well.
We conclude with a brief outline of the extension of 
